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1 niversity Center Plans
ffer Another Setback
tin

Volume 72

Number Five

October 13, 1972

By TONY LEGGIO

Financial
Vice-President difference between the highest
)ert Winterberg disclosed last and lowest bidder."
ik that construction of the
According to Winterberg, the
j awaited student University
University has received a six
letter has suffered another set- month extension on the $2.5
:k. The architect's projected million federal loan needed to
of the building was finance the Center.
:overed to be in substantial
When asked how the
ir when bids were officially complication would effect the
|ned September 28.
fate of the University Center,
Ratcliff,
Slama,
and Winterberg emphasized strongly
Iwalader, the architectural that it did not mean that the
who designed Cowell project would be "squashed."
lent Health Center, also drew
The next step, according to
the plans for the new our agreement, is for the
njversity Center.
architects to redesign the Center
The Board of Regents to meet with the $2.6 million
jfpjjropriated the maximum cost budget at no cost to us,"
c f ie Center at $2,670,544.
Winterberg pointed out.
To insure that the cost of the
uiiding would not exceed the
The
Financial
Viceludgeted
amount,
Ratcliff, President could not pinpoint
latna,
and* Caldwalader where the designing problem
litted the plans to a might lie. "Because this
rdfessional building cost architectural firm has always
Istjmating firm. One day before been on the money, it is not easy
lidfe were opened, the estimating to speculate where the $800,000
Irm of Lee-Saylor projected the mistake could have been made."
of the new Center to be
The exact alterations that
een $2,540,000and $2,640,000. will have to be made to the design
All the facts indicated, of the Center are still unknown.
her•efore, that construction of However, Winterberg cautioned
he| niversity Center would soon that, "We have been very careful
'me a reality.
in designing into the Center what
Nevertheless, what seemed the students collectively want. I
le a reality quickly faded. Of assure you that this will not be
ix bids submitted, the lowest sacrificed in any redesigning
for $3,540,000, some $869,000 that is necessary."
'e the amount budgeted for
What
efiect
this
itruction.
complication will have on the
'I
believe
the
six earlier forecasted completion
'hL™^'011 cornPanios who date of June 1, 1974, is still
3
were sincerely unclear. Hopefully, according to
1 arested
in
building the Winterberg, it should not result
er, ' Winterberg remarked,
in more than a six month delay
[is can be seen in the fact that with bids opening again in late
iebe was only $155,000
April.

I

Write - on
By DAYNA PETERSEN

Pacifican coverage and
[tti e"t has long been subject to
ac
by
the
campus
nmunity. At last, UOP's big
°ce has arrived! Today and
iday, between 10 and 3, the

October 20 edition will contain
only what the university submits
to the staff at the Write On tables,
tables.
Story
material
could
include: student politics, home
he u°r!ienS the Pacifican press to coming, national elections, or
lversity and encourages
intramural sports. Opinions are
>v
-very0ne to Write On.
welcome regarding: the role of
L Tables located in front of ASUOP, athletics, enrollment
i/aiif rS°n ^nlnS Hall and in the and recruitment, a university
airway between Covell Centro without walls, and the alcohol on
asa Jackson, will serve as campus problem.
•production workshops.
Photographs,
cartoons,
»an fnifican staff members will humorous
ads,
graphics,
. e Write On tables and columns and grafitti are also
r
possible contributions.
"Mestionr Sufi8esUons'
Comments on Herb Klein's
'il In0 PeoP'e s Pacifican issue appearance last night are
W students, faculty and
encouraged. In addition, Pierre
drii '°
iev 'strators to include what Salinger will be speaking
°utd like to see in their Monday in Raymond Great
ev
Paper. The content of the" Hall at 7:30 pm.

Enrollment Prop Blamed

Faculty Raise Turned Down

Rv
PR A in COWLEY
rnix/i p\/
By CRAIG
President
McCaffrey administrators who have been Nobody is
gaining from this
officially announced the non- accommodated very com situation."
news at a special faculty meeting fortably; how about a task
"Maybe you're the one who's
October 5: since enrollment in force to examine what appears to being 'shielded' a lot of people
the University is down from last many of us to be excessive are bearing this with a higher
year, faculty will miss their administration-"
McCaffrey level of understanding than I
hoped-for salary increases.
responded, "I consider the could have anticipated.
Rumors had been circulating administration the first place to
"I recognize that there is
for weeks; their sunlit late- look for savings; we're all in it widespread
concern
with
afternoon confirmation was met together."
intercollegiate athletics. The
by faculty with nothing beyond
"Three quarters of the commission on athletics is
irritable restlessness.
saving is at the expense of having a devil of a time making
"We are aware that we are faculty," objected Paul Haubin. much progress...but it is not a
reaching the danger point," "Well and good, if non-academic fruitless exercise. We will take
McCaffrey stated. "We cannot savings had been effected. I can't seriously whatever
increase tuition anymore." (One see that they have....There is an recommendations come from it
of the reasons emphasized last enormops amount of
non- but there will be no frivolous
February for this year's raise in academic fat in this institution.
eliminations or cuts."
tuition was the necessity to raise
"I was appalled to hear the
McCaffrey outlined a fourfaculty salaries in order to stay financial vice-president stand point program to combat the
cbmpetitive
with
other here and say that only $22,000 problem
of
decreasing
institutions and
maintain was
trimmed
from enrollment: first, a vastlyacademic quality.)
intercollegiate athletics. I find strengthened
recruiting
A well-publicized drop in that heartbreaking.
program "to tell our stor,y more
tuition, he says, could certainly
"One
problem
with effectively; " second, to provide
be explored, but "it's "a administrators,
from
the opportunity lor the kind of
dangerous game; if it doesn't president of the United States on experience which will keep the
work out, we're really in a bad down, is that they are shielded student
stimulated
and
place." He conceded that there is from bad news. You have not satisfied."
"merit to the idea of some special perceived that while we want to
Third, increased fundraising
consideration in tuition."
do something for the University, efforts under Cliff Dochterman
Questions which followed we don't want to be the first on and
a
newly enthusiastic
provided the afternoon's real the chopping block.
development
staff;
finally,
excitement. Asked "have we
"The most important words "taking a good hard look at our
examined every possibility, here have not been said: faculty whole program, academic and
every dark corner, even every morale. I think that the feeling non-academic" and making cuts
radical idea?" McCaffrey among faculty is resignation. where possible.
assured the faculty and non- Another year like this and you're
academic staff present that going to get unions."
Financial
vice-president
"Other savings were effected
McCaffrey
heatedly Robert Winterberg, who spent
before we looked at faculty returned: "Morale is what I twenty
minutes
presenting
salaries...every other possibility believe in most. I don't think I'm
budget figures and pictures,
was explored, but they involved being 'shielded.' I'm sick and compared UOP with schools in a
reduction of
personnel or tired of hearing people like you worse plight by reminding those
elimination of programs."
call non-academic expenditures
present that "last year we had a
Dr. Caldwell asked about 'fat.' Cost cuts must begin to be
balanced budget, and I think we
"the very large number of borne more by the academic.
have a lot to be thankful for."

uctobe
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KUOP Goes 24 Hours

The WvtH of Obesity

Diet Won't Remedy Bulges

By SALLY VAN DYKE
KUOP, for the first time in 25
years is playing music 24 hours a
day. This was made possible by a
grant of $9000 received from the
Corporation
of
Public
Broadcasting. The grant is used
primarily to supplement the 96
person staff at KUOP which
consists mainly of UOP students.
When James Trwin, director
of bradcasting, took his position
at KUOP in 1966, the FM radio
station operated four hours a
day, six days a week, and a total
of 15 students maintained the
staff.
Last year KUOP operated
140 hours per week. Mr. Trwin
can now be proud of the stations
progress as it operates 162 hours
per week in 1972. The only time
the station goes off the air is
between 12 midnight and 6am
every Monday. The reason for
this is to take care of any minor

Off-Campus
Housing Rated
By RAYMOND A. POLICAR
At a school with over half its
students living off campus, there
has been a need for a board to
protect students finding offcampus living quarters. Now
ASUOP has taken up that
assignment.
Student Body Vice-President
Jeff Gullo is in charge of starting
a "Fair Housing Board," here at
Pacific. At present, there is
almost no outlet for students to
find roomates, to find out the
quality of nearby apartments,
etc. This new board will help end
such problems.
Gullo got the idea from UC
Davis, where they have a large
and extremely efficient housing
service. According to Gullo, this
new board will provide an index
of students looking in the area.
These ratings, which would
be incorporated into a booklet,
would include sprice, quality,
services, fairness of managers,
lease plans, and other items
related to each apartment. It
would
recommend
some
dwellings acceptable and explain
why
others
are
rated
unacceptable.
Also incorporated into the
board would be an advisory
board to help students with
problems such
as leases,
eviction, unnecessary cleaning
fees, and other legal problems
connected with renting an apart
ment.
Gullo feels that many
students are getting "ripped off"
by realtors and apartment
managers in the area. People
renting houses often have to sign
a lease for one year, but the
leasor can evict them at any
time. This board would help
protect against this.
The service would be
especially
helpful
to new
students and those who have
never rented before. It should be
ready to help students in the near
future.

repairs or changes that have to
be dealt with.
In addition to all the progress
made at KUOP this year, there
were several new programs
added to its list. Every Monday
through Friday between 6 and
10:30am the program is called
"Handel and Eggs." George
Handel, a very famous classical
musican, is put in the title to
imply that the music is fun and
the type that people want to get
up to in the morning.
Every Monday at 7:55pm,
the City Council meeting comes
over live on KUOP. This, the city
felt, was a very successful way in
which these meeting could be
presented to the public.
Because of this success, the
City Planning Commission asked
KUOP if their meetings could be
put on the air every Thursday.
KUOP felt honored to serve the
community in such a way so
every Thursday at 7:40pm. the
City
Planning
Commission
meetings are also brought to
your in full by KUOP.
To maintian KUOP and its 24
hour schedules, student interest
has to be its best. Four years ago
it would have been impossible to
broadcast for 24 hours because of
the lack of student involvement.
Today many UOP students
volunteer their time over at
KUOP doing all sorts of tasks to
keep it going all the time. With
this
cooperation
and
involvement, KUOP can be
assured that it will, be able to
fulfill its 162 hour per week
schedule.
KUOP is celebrating its 25th
anniversary. On September 22,
1947, KUOP-FM went on the air
to become the first non
commercial licensed
broadcasting station in the state.

The Department of
Public Assistance would
like to invite all interested
persons to attend a
volunteers orientation and
workshop
on
Tuesday
October 17, at 7:30pm to be
held at States Savings and
Loan
Association's
hospitality room which is
located at North El Dorado
and West Yokurt Ave.
Refreshments will be
served.

Do you find that your wiggle
keeps on going after your feet
stop? Are there quite a few
unaccountable bulges in a few too
many places? And perhaps you
have a tendency to float more
easily -a spare tire that holds you
up? It may also hold you up when
you go to look for a job or seek^
entrance at the college of your
choice.
Dr. George Bray of the
UCLA school of Medicine, spoke
about "The Myth of Diet in
Obesity" to an audience
composed of the general public
and various health professionals
in the Rotunda October 4th. He
gave the speech again the next
morning to UOP students. His
visit was sponsored through
cooperation of UOP, Californian
and
American
Medical
Associations and the San Joaquin
County Medical Society.
Just how do you determine
whether or not a person is
actually
obese
or
just
overweight? First, there is an
established average weight
according to the individual
height, build and age. We tend to
think that if a person is
overweight,
then
he
is
automatically fat. This is not true
because as in the case of the
athlete, the extra weight may be
muscle and not fat cells.
To be considered obese, the
female must be more than 25 fat
and the male more than 20 fat.
One way to determine fat
percentage is by finding the
density of the person in water.
The greater percentage of fat a
person has, the more easily he
will float. There are other ways
of determining the percentage
which which are more chemical
in nature.
Besides being just plain
unsightly,
obessity
has
psychological and functioning
disabilities as well as increasing
the mortality rate. Conventional
wisdom ask why we don't just put
all these people on a strict diet
and solve the problem easily?
According to follow-ups done
on clinical studies where there
was a diet implemented, the
patients had no lasting benefits.
Less than 5% kept the weight off
for even a year. And the heavier
the person is when a diet begins,
the less chance that person has of
succeeding. When the subject is
over 300 pounds, there is almost
no success rate at all.
Bray disclosed what had
been discovered in recent
experiments to determine the
eating habits of the obese as
compared with the habits of lean
people. From these studies they

mmc
a?Jfews
2314 Pacific Ave.

462-6616

Dr. George Bray explodes the "Myth of Diet
hoped to gain some insight to the
problem of just why fat people
find it so hard to eat less.
The results showed that the
obese were very susceptible to "
intake
stimuli
such
as
palatability, accessability, the
time of day, and the lighting. In
contrast the lean were stable in
their eating habits and were
very rarely affected by the
stimuli to eat more that they
actually needed.
It would seem then, that the
obese members of our society
adhere to a whole different set of
reasons for eating or not eating.
The lean will usually eat because
they are actually in need of food
and the obese will eat even when
their bodies are not in need but
their sensitivity tells them it's
time to eat.
More importantly, the
energy output of the obese is
always much smaller than food
intake. Consequently, even if an
obese person and a lean person
eat exactly the same, the obese
person will gain fat since he does
not expend sufficient amount of
energy.
Active people normalize on

Mty.

the intake
the n,
sedentary wi
ome the r
our bodies se
> feel they:
in the way - c
lories. Ai
course, the
re obese
become, the i
difficult it
be active a
he proble
again increa
This all i
s an extra
gloomy picture tor the obesp
it is Bray's belief that ti
must be a pharmacuetic me
to aid the obese. Some ol
drugs previously used by
called "fat doctors" have I
abandoned or banned becai?
abuse or ineffectiveness.
The FDA is prese
bringing legal pction to stoj
production
>f
Dexti
amphetamin
s they tendl
addictive, a.
arge quant
appear on t
street. Am
drug curren
in questiu
human chor
c gonadatr
taken in shot
m.
At presi
hen, the o
are left in
drnost hop*
state with j
ty of fraut
take his m
y. for a m
answer for the cure oi
disability. But no real answ
as yet, in sight.

GOOD NEWS!
NO FINANCE CHARGES on payments
made on time
You need a good typewriter right now, but
don't have the cash, or you'd like to try it
first? Right? Right!
The solution: Rent a
brand new portable
from us, for only

$10

por
month

All the rent will apply, no interest or carrying
charge. It is as simple as that.
Select just the model you want from the full line
of famous portable typewriters, on display now.

tockton
ypewriter Co.
6465 PACIFIC AVE.

NORTH

NEXT TO PAY LESS

477-4465

Mon.-Thur. til 9 p.m. Sat. til <5 p.m.
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Y Times Supports
cGovern Campaign Winter Term Covers The World

By STEPHEN SMITH
A boost was given to the promises and rhetoric on both
1",residential hopes of George sides of a political campaign is
IcJovern recently with the not new, but the fact that George
McGovern is trying to base his
Uf port of The New York Times.
- ^Beginning what McGovern campaign on a platform of
iodes to be an erosion of the change lessens his credibility
Inassive Nixon lead, the with the American people. It was
I ta ement of support asked the just last June in the California
liurerican public to "restore to primaries that his supporters
ILmsrican political life its were saying, "George McGovern
lllrai litional values of democratic the Statesman, not Politician "
||be|ralism and social concern."
Incidents with the Re-elect
The
Times
states,
the President Committee in the
MtGovern's approach to public
Watergate bugging affair
haven't yet been fully explored
questions, his humanitarian
philosophy and humane scale of
but th Republicans are still
trying to stop it from becoming a
allies can offer a new kind of
major campaign issue.
leaf ership in American political
J fe." It is in these respects that
Is the statement in the
|
the Presidency of Richard Nixon
editorial saying, "what this
election comes to is a decision in
1 as "largely failed."
which the United States is going
In essence, the editorial
to move in the next four years'' a
liup] >orted the appeal McGovern
plausible one? Has George
l as been using throughout the
McGovern shown the American
canpaign: Nixon has failed to
people that he can change it to a
ulfet us out of Vietnam; the
government by and for the
re lent government lacks
people?
rutifulness; etc.
The Times's support comes
1 at
time when the McGovern
.e<3airp is trying to stop the
Democrats for Nixon effort
.amc ng traditional Democrats.
If you had been at Knowles
,!lhe Times in recent years has
Hall (Registrar's Office, Dean's
Deei Democratic but until
Qlfc
Office, Admissions, etc.) on
Sepl ember 28, when the editorial
Monday afternoon, October 2,
'was published, did not support a
you may have been overcome by
feanc idate.
some
colorful
tapestries
111
dore than supporting
(murals) suspended from the
c( overn,
however,
the
walls in the main lobby. If you
edit< rial exemplifies the mood of
had come back on Tuesday
t the i intire campaign. The mood
morning, October 3, you might
:. ir cli des endless promises op one have noticed that the tapestries
.aanc met with promises and
had been taken down. If you had
%pr sals on the other. This mood
inquired
as to why the tapestries
l"?Sin >e called the credibility gap
were removed, you would have
aetv een candidates and voters.
become aware of the fact that a
1 he fact that there is endless
petition forced their removal.

By MAGGIE HILLERT
Winter Term will offer a
wide and varied selection of
courses
this
year.
Approximately 150 choices will
be made available from COP and
the cluster colleges.
Twelve
international
programs will be offered this
winter. Eight of these will be
going to Europe, two to South
America and one each to Africa
and Asia.

intimately
acquainted
with
southern society and the black
community, the students will live
at Millsap College in Jackson,
Mississippi.
BACK PACKING

the social impact of music. Lewis
encourages traveling by the
students to various areas to talk
to people in the music business.
To supplement the course,
the editor of "Rolling Stone"
magazine, Jann Wennef and
Ralph Gleason, both influential
in the music world, have offered
to introduce students to Bay Area
figures in the popular music
field.
SUICIDE ANALYSIS

Another course to be offered,
which was extremely popular
last year, is group-winter
back
packing,
headed
by
Dr. James Santomeir in
conjunction with the Physical
The
An advance deposit of $260.00 Education Department.
must be made by October 25 to course involves winter survival
Another offering from the
insure a place in one of these under harsh conditions and sociology department is a course
group interaction.
overseas courses.
Participants will both travel dealing with the analysis of'
Other winter term projects
as
a
group and make individual suicide. Taught by Dr. Robert
are planned out of Stockton and
Weber, the class will be located
yet within the United States. For forays on their own. The location in Los Angeles at the Los Angeles
of the
project, as yet
example,
undetermined, will be either Suicide Center.
MISSISSIPPI:
CLOSE-UP
One of the few in the US, the
Yosemite,Lassen
or Sonora
taught by sociology professor
center
is designed specifically
Pass.
Harold Jacoby, will examine in
for the study of the prevention of
depth one of our most
Popular Music and Society, a suicide. Students will be working
misunderstood states.
sociology course taught by Dr. in close contact with the center
In
order
to
become George Lewis, is an analysis of and its' inmates.
One course for which
students will receive winter term
credit will actually take place
next summer. Offered by Dr. Lee
By LARRY LAPKIN
Christianson and the biology
The petition was the that the murals were purchased
department, this course features
outgrowth of a number of last year, on last year's budget,
a canoe tri p in Quetico Provincial
complaints from employees who but didn't arrive until a few
Park in Ontario, Canada.
work in offices at Knowles Hall. weeks ago. In the interim,
QUETICO-WILDERNESS
Basically their feelings were that wallpaper, probably not of the
ECOLOGY BY CANOE is
the tapestries "clashed" with the type originally planned, had been
designed to acquaint the student
rest of the decor in the lobby, pasted up in the lobby which
with the Canadian wilderness
especially the wallpaper. The brings us to the conclusion that
area. Participants will receive
wallpaper is what you might call the tapestries were put up as a
an amalgam "tion of red and result of either a lack of memory first hand knowledge of the
impact of modern society on a
yellow with a touch of or a communication breakdown
relatively primitive area.
"herringbone" and looks like somewhere
in
the
In keeping with the wide
something out of the Dean of Administration.
variety of projects to be offered
Men's Office at USC.
The tapestries, six in all, are
What implications does this are a number of independent
blue and red in color, measure incident have to us as students studies in the students' home
approximately five by six feet in here at UOP? What does it say of community and on campus.
size, and supposedly depict men our Administrators? The fact These will offer relative freedom
riding on horseback. Hung from that a petition is signed in one day in academic pursuits to those
various walls in the lobby, one by employees of the school and who opt for them.
office worker commented, "The the tapestries are down the next
Dr. Hand, Dean of COP, is
tapestries were beautiful in and day must be significant. How urging students not to sign up for
of themselves, but looked gaudy long would it take the students of courses until November 1. In this
when placed with the rest of the UOP to bring the tapestries way, everyone will have a fair
down? But more importantly, chance of getting into the class of
floor."
their choice.
How did the tapestries get What does this incident imply
The teacher will, choose a
put up in the first place? The about the communication system
specified number of students, if
Architect of the school points out among our Administrators?
necessary, by November 7.
Those students not chosen may
then have until November 13 to
select another course.

Clashing Tapestries Prompt Removal

Unclutteed
Clean-Cut
Cbss
Unbelievable, Col
lege class rings that
are jewelry! Rings so
stylish, you'd wear one
for the sheer ornamenta
tion of it. It's our antidote
to Establishment rings.
On our man's ring, you
have your choice of
degree symbol or fra
ternity letters. And the
women's rings are femi
nine. Just for women. Not
scaled-down versions of the
man's model Come see them
-no obligation.

VO

4950 PACIFIC AVE. & MAIN AT SUTTER

"How can I become wise?
"The first step to wisdom is to
trust and reverence the Lord"
Rev. Vernon Kraft, UOP Alumni
Pastor
Bill Pruitt, Geo Fox
Dir. of Music

Pastor
Jack Earl, Moody College
Dir. of College Dept.
Daryl Harr, Fresno State
Dir. of Youth Dept.

Stockton Covenant Church
The College Centered ChurcH
4 blocks South of Delta and UOP
1720 Oxford Way
464-5160

College Bible classes-Sunday 9:45 am
College Rap and Fellowship-Sunday 8:15 pni
Seminar (5 classes)-Wednesday 7-8:30 pm
SUNDAY WORSHIP-11 am
Sunday Body Life Service-7 pm

PARTY SUPPUB
ART SUPPUB

mo Podfk

At
Hmm 444-T081
Ftm Delivery and Gift Wrap
OPEN MONDAY EVENINGS
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from
ASUOP
to
col]
money to the various college
governments. Perhaps a sea!
A Place to Find Yourself governments At the present could be used based on th
Don West
of the
Davna Peieraen
Features tduor
principle where for the fl
News tduor
e g°Engineering
and
RE: your editor'^on your
of
hundred students in a college, t)j
Pete Sbepard
inability
to
find
three
things
you
well as the
Vicky Chiu
Business Manager
rebate
is,
for
examp](
Production Manager
like about UOP. 1,
I aro.gly ^^,enu o[ all ol the cluster
$25
/student;
for
the
secoj
disagree. I would rather be at colleges receive $25/student, the
Greg Simpson
Nan Brown
hundred, $24/student; for thi
Photography tdilor
UOP than any other college or government of the Schoo
Layout tdilor
third hundred, $22/student; aJ
university
in the country, Pharmacy (APHA) receives
Doug Haverty
Jim McCartaey
so on. This should make evert
including Stanford, Pomona, and
Kntcriainmenl tdilor
and tur/i
Sports tduor
$19.45/student
one
happy;
all
colleg"
anything you care to name on the
Richard FlioU
receives $9/student.
Tamscn Nash
governments
would
use
the
sani
east
coast
or
in
between.
I
often
preCirculation
Consequently, when
l opy tduor
scale. I have talked with SOM
say, "Berkeley is a nice place to
were
A publication o( the Associated Students. University of the Pacific, published
professional
students
Assembly members on thi
come home to, but I wouldn t
weekly during the academic year.
reclassified from COP into their
Entered as second-class matter October 24. 1924 at the Post Office. Stockton
subject and we agree on thistypl
want to go to school there." Cal
respective
schools,
COPA s
California, under the Act of March 3. 1197 Member College Press Service.
Berkeley is a computerized
of a graduated scale.
budget was cut.
Represented nationally by National Educational Advertising Services, II East
Nancy uses a first persol
meat-grinder,
despite
its
The
reason
behind
tne
50th Si reel. New York. New York 10022
<ua.sian
plural all through her letter
All material copyright "Pacifican" 1172.
Phone »«F2ISO
. excellent reputation. Stanford is
reclassification
was;
even
All student and faculty members are encouraged to express their views in the lett
little better, except that it offers
However, none of the Assembly
though these students take 75%to the editor section. Letters may be mailed or brought to: The Pacifican, 3rd floor. or
a higher price tag and name. It
members knew of its existent!
100% of their classes in COP, the
Sail, UOP, Stockton. California 95204.
that is what some people want out
until
last Friday, October 6;
counseling offered by
the
of college, they can have it.
asked
the COPA Administrativ]
professional schools would be
Because this week we have devoted our issue to the news media,
I came to UOP because it
Assistant
if Nancy had dorj
and in particular, student news media, it is important to discuss the was a place where I could find more beneficial to them. After
anything on a "new formula!
all,
could
you
imagine
an
art
use of bias, distortion and censorship in the mass media and ho
myself, find out who I am, rather
and I was handed the letter.
mass media directly affects print media.
than be told where I belong. I like professor counseling a preIs
this
how
studeij
No overt co-operation exists in print media to present the people I have met; faculty, engineering student? I doubt if
government should be run - like;
either
would
be
content
with
the
homogeneity in news content or views consistent with maintaining students, and administrators.
dictatorship?
the status-quo; resisting change. The investigator, searching for People are friendly, and genu arrangement.
Nancy says, in the proposal, Vicky Chiu
evidence of a consciously conducted conspiracy to distort inely concerned. The academic
presentation of news events, will go unrewarded in finding conclusive and social environment is "We do recognize the counseling COP Council
proof. No plot exists. Any bias that critics do find is unintentional in stimulating and rewarding. A need of those students and COPA Assembly
most eases and can be attributed not only to the organization of the student can only get out of UOP definitely feel that this is a
print media, but to the demands placed upon it by the public.
as much as he puts into it, but responsibility of each school A Volatile Subject
respectively.
However,
It is easy enough to begin with the conclusion that the news media there is plenty to be found.
use bias, distortion and censorship to manipulate public opinion.
I am not unhappy about counseling is not a student
At the risk of elevating th,;
Critics of the media have presented numerous examples to illustrate UOP's location. After living in function." Here she speaks on
campus drinking issue aboi
this contention, but what critics fail to consider in their arguements is the high strung, tense (although behalf of COP; none of the
that of the war, we wish to ope
the organization"and structure of the print media. For it is the exciting) atmosphere of the Bay Assembly members knew of this
lines of communication
rt;
structure which characterizes and dictates what news will be Area, I deliberately sought out document.
garding
the
former.
The
COPA
Assembly
and
the
reported and the manner in which it will be presented.
this comparatively quiet valley
Once again the volatifl
In a critical analysis of news technology, it is important to realize town to collect my shell-shocked COP Council both feel that since
subject
of drinking on campus;
that the editors are responsible for directing the energies of the staff wits. Stockton is unique in its own these students are taking at least
being
discussed.
The Student
and reporters into an efficient organization. This organization, right.
3/4 of their courses in COP, some
Affairs Committee's
therefore, becomes one of employer-employee relationships. Editors
kind
of
adjustment
should
be
UOP is not perfect,and I
subcommittee
on
campi
specify what requirements and standards will be reflected in the don't advocate bumper stickers made.
drinking
regulations
is
active!
print media. Certainly the reporter is free to write as he pleases but saying "Stockton, love it or leave
So Nancy proposed a
studying
existing
rules
an
the content and manner of delivery will be reviewed. Specifically, a it! " But the first five weeks of compromise:
COPA
should
radical departure from accepted norms will not occur in the writer's my freshman year have been receive 77.5% of APHA's rebate practices related to studep
presentation.
very satisfying. Perhaps I am from ASUOP, or, $17.01; COPA drinking on campus.
These rules prohibit a,
By definition, mass media directs information toward a being naive; perhaps after three should receive 100% of Educa
relatively large, heterogeneous, and anonymous audience. The news years I, too, shall become cynical tion's student government re student drinking in pub:
agency dictates to the public what news it considers of particular and bored. But I think not.
areas.
Howevel
bate from ASUOP of $25/stu- campus
significance to the society, and this one-way flow of information Martha Colburn
students
over
21
are
permitted!
dent; 75% of Engineering's
draws severe condemnation from critics of the print media. Alleged Raymond College
rebate from ASUOP, or, drink beer and wine in tbl
distortion and censorship of the communication is charged by critics,
$18.75/student. These figures are privacy of their own rooms.
as there is a limited opportunity for audience access to the mass What's Going On?
The campus communi|
based on the number of courses
media.
should
realize
two veri
At a recent COP Council taken in COP by preprofessional
Letters to the editor and arguments presenting opinions contrary
important points: 1) theproble';
students.
Notice
that
these
re
to those expressed in news articles do not easily lend themselves to meeting I was asked to speak on
being
studied
jj
bates to COPA are all above the is
extensive coverage. The token flow of divergent viewpoints between behalf of Chairwoman of COPA
administration,
faculty an
$9/student
which
COPA
re
audience members and the initiator of news items presents itself only (and fellow Council member)
students and, 2) the problem
ceives from ASUOP.
on the editorial page. But it is here, on the editorial page, where the Nancy Thomas who was absent
complex and a solution equitabl
Since
these
students
are
no
from the meeting on the
critic's assault on communication credibility withers.
for all concerned will take tin"
longer
classified
as
COP
COPA
Numerous studies have verified that, among the various sections relationship between
If
the
SAC
(Studei
in print media, the editorial section commands the least attention funds and the reclassification of students, Nancy says that all of
Affairs Committee) is
their
benefits
will
be
cut
off.
The
from readers. Why? Because the genuine concern displayed by pre-professional students.
exercise it
Nancy had supposedly set up only benefits COPA offers so far intelligently
readers for news content is negligible. In contrast, then, which
responsibility
relative
to camp'
publications might depend on an intimate relationship between the a new formula to calculate is: 1) a place to buy stamps at
drinking
regulations,
it m"
cost;
2)
the
soon-to-be-published
college government rebates for
initiator and the receiver of information?
become
aware
of
the
realities'
bi-monthly
newsletter;
3)
the
Scientific journals operate on the basis of free-flowing presentation to the Board of
information between audience members and the communicator. Regents to equalize the move by COP Grievence procedure; 4) the social, legal, moral situatioi
Unlike the structure of mass media, no employer-employee the Admissions Office to the faculty evaluation program. in which these regulations are
relationship exists. The articles submitted by contributors are reclassify
pre-professional In other words, these students be effective, and its policies m"
unsolicited and function as a means for direct contact between students from COP to their will not be able to evaluate COP reflect these realities.
3
professors simply because they therefore,
encourage
prominent leaders in the scientific community. Article content respective schools.
concerned
to
convey
though
are
not
COP
students.
appeals to the most knowledgeable and informed readers, thus
Since Nancy had not shared
If a non-COP student has a
(preferably written) to any of"
exposing the information to close examination. An erroneous report her "new formula" with the
against
a
COP members of the SAC si
or error is experimental procedure will elicit massive condemnation COPA Assembly, I could not grievance
of the article. But an inaccuracy in the mass media will draw little or reveal it to the Council. Later I professor, Nancy advocates that committee, whose names "r
follow:
JuC
no response. Why? Because audience members have conditioned discovered that she presented a COPA will not help in any way. addresses
themselves not to react. "Audience bias" has dulled the senses of proposal to the deans of the The grievance procedure is a Chambers, Assistant to "
critical analysis.
schools involved five days "student function" to help President, Knowles Hall;
Until the reader is predisposed to seek out all available sources of before - adequate time to notify students fight unjust actions Fulmer, graduate student, '
information concerning an issue, he will read what he wants to read. the Assembly. Also, the presi against them by faculty. If COPA Kappa Tau; Michelle Med"1
Through this self-selectivity, the public has decided that dents of
the governments will not help non-COP students, student, Raymond College; M
sensationalism is what constitues news, so the news media reports involved were told to stop by the who will? Since the case involves Mickels, Assistant Profess'
what the reader clamors for.
COPA Office to read the a COP professor, COP is involved Dept. of Communication Ar'
and COPA should also be willing Dan Zarate, student, CO'
The mass media can change their delivery, content, and document.
structure to conform to the needs of the society but, while the mass
As
you
know,
all to do everything it possibly can to Office.
University bring justice to all involved.
audience remains uneducated in respect to what news is relevant to undergraduate
William Brown
the needs of society, no charge of intentional bias can be leveled at the students must pay $75 a year to
Another formula should be Alan Mikels
community of news technology.
ASUOP, which in turn, allocates worked out to calculate rebates Facuity members of SAC
Kim Weil
Edilor-m-Chiel
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Prop 18 Implications

Prop 18 Regulations

By RAYMOND A. POLICAR
Recently, a photo was
published in Sports Illustrated
magazine showing a young, 86
pound gymnast performing in
preparation for the Olympic
games. The fact that she was
naked only enhanced the warmth
and beauty of the picture.
If Proposition 18 should pass
this November, that picture and
thousands of others that appear
in

newspapers,

magazines,

books, and television would be
classified as "obscene," and its
publisher libel to prosecution.

The Obscenity Initiative
would in effect preclude the
production or distribution in
California of motion picutres
such as "Mash," French Con
nection," "Patton," "Midnight
Cowboy," "Cabaret," "Love
Story," "Romeo and Juliet," and
countless other films which
would be classified as obscene
under the provisions of Prop. 18.
Prop. 18 is so large and
diverse that it would be impos
sible to enforce. A theatre
owner who displayed in his lobby
Michelangelo's "David" to a
young viewer would be open to
criminal prosecution. The
initiative draws no distinction
between "art" and "useless
trash."
The proposition could also
spawn hundreds of
new
censorship laws. It empowers
cities and counties to pass
censorship going beyond those in
the initiative and to ban what is
not tolerated by "their local
standards. Matter could not
circulate freely in the state.
Adults in one city would be
denied matter lawfully available
in another city. Only the most
bland and innocuous of printed
matter would survive this
oppressive
network
of
censorship laws.
The proposition would put
the burden of proof on the
defendant
in
criminal
proceedings, to show that his
printed matter is not obscene. It
requires no search warrant by
raiding officers to justify the
seizures and impoundings of
films, books, etc. The act would

be an encroachment on the
people's right to unreasonable
searches and seizures.
The Constitutionality of the
initiative certainly has to be
questioned. The Constitution
states that Congress shall make
no law which enfringes on the
right of free speech and press.
The people's right to read, view,
and possess any material they
want, when it does not enfringe
on anyone else's right, should not
be eliminated.
The vague wording and its

By JILL SULLIVAN
far reaching provisions make
Prog, 18 tatally unacceptable, in
theory and in wording. Even
some Shakespearian plays would
be banned under the bill.
Magazines such as Time and
Newsweek would also be banned
as obscene under the act. The bill
classifies the beauty of the
human body a obscenity under
the same provisions.
Prop. 18 would be a step
backwards and would serve
absolutely
no
constructive
function.

A YES vote on Proposition
18, is a vote to:
1. Permit local regulation of
obscenity. Obscenity is now
regaulated by state law. This
neasure would permit regulation
of such matters by counties,
cities, and political subdivisions.
2. Revise the definition, of
such terms as "obscene matter,"
"obscene
live
conduct,"
and "harmful matter." These
terms are now defined according
to the decisions of the United
States and California Supreme

AN INVITATION:

Courts. They are judged obscene
if they fail to be without
redeeming social importance.
This measure would provide for a
local test to determine whether it
meets a community's standards.
3.
Provide
additional
criminal prohibitions, as well as
provide for seizure and
destruction of obscene material.
The law now generally prohibits
various conduct by persons
relative to obscene live conduct
and obscene material. The law
also prohibits conduct relative to
harmful matter where and when,
minors are involved. This law
would
make
criminally
punishable (as misdemeanors)
various described acts relaing to
sex. It would also make crimin
ally punishable any related
acts with respect to minors. If a
person violates one of these
provisions, and previously has
been convicted five or more
times of offenses related to
obscenity, he would be guilty of a
felony and punishable in a state
prison for not more than five
years.
The measure would add the
following
new
regulatory
provisions:
1.
Certain
prohibited
materials would be declared to
be
contraband,
and
their
destruction required.
2. Any person authorized to
arrest another person for
violation of these provisions
would be also authorized to
confiscate any prohibited
materials found in the possission
of the person in question.
3. The distributing, selling,
lending, or exhibiting of obscene
matter within one mile of an
elementary or high school, or a
public park would be made a
public nuisance.

FRESHMEN!
The McCaffrey's would
like to have you drop by the
Presidents' Home anytime
between 3and 5 pm Sunday,
October 15, for an informal
Open House.

s
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unclassified ads

One important factor in the value of
your diamond is that of Clarity —
absence of internal inclusions or
blemishes. Professional jewelers de
termine this through use of specially designed gem
microscopes. We will be happy to show you the dia
mond you select through our fascinating instrument.
MEMBER AMERICAN GEM SOCIETY

BORELLI JEWELERS
«n the MIRACLE MILE

2051 Pacific Ave.

For Sale: 7 ft. white Naughahide
davenport $50.00 477-5210
Develop the power within you.
Instant moti vation for studying,
dieting, quitting smoking, etcContact Sue A. 462-9292.
We switch partners daily to
play as we please. Twosie
beats onesie but nothing
beats threes. Cabaret at the
mall November 9, 10,16,17.
Student rush: $1.50. 4771689.

Wanted: Aluminum Cans. Deliver to
orcallGreg, 165 W. Stadium 465-4207.
witches Wanted: Any student
who believes she is a witch. Fill in brief
confidential questionnaire for a
research project. Earn $5. 462-2142.
Dr. L. Campos.
More people say "Billy Jack" than
any other motion picture this year.
Now it's coming back for one more
showing. Cheer for Billy Jack? One
more time? Starts Friday at the
Sherwood Theatre.
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the BOOKMARK
Clotn Bound Books

I
I

Quality Paperbacks
Free Gilt Wrap
2103 Pacific Ave.

^

460-0194
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INTERNATIONAL TRAVEL COURSES

Study abroad this winter and let the world show you
what it is all about. Absorb.a part of life through one
of the International Travel Courses offered to the
students of the University of the Pacific Visit
picturesque parts of Europe, the Exotic Orient; live
a South American experience, or see the contrast ol
past and present in Africa. This is an opportunity to
participate in a liVe study of the human interaction
processes with a meanigful interchange between
persons of different cultural backgrounds.
ART HISTORY David Burke

Raymond College (209- 946-

2102)

Take in the more interesting art museums and more
picturesque parts of Europe. Expand your aesthtic appetite
with concerts, sightseeing and European cuisine.

CITY PLANNING IN ENGALND
Roger Barnett - Department of Geology & Geography (209- 9462102)
Look into britain with a study of its cities and towns. The
course will examine urban geography of the London area,
urban problems, housing and transportations; there will be
field work using public transportation. Visit London New
Towns (planned state developed satellite cities).
Itinerary: Paris, London, and the London Area
CONTEMPORARY EUROPEAN PSYCHOLOGIES
Irving Roy - Department of Psychology (209- 465- 3731)
Become familiar with some of the leading centers of Western
European psychological thought by means of field visits. For
example, Tavistock Clinic (forerunner techiof encounter
groups and sensitivity training movements), the University of
London, the Carl Jung Institute.
Itinerary: Paris, London, Zurich, St. Moritz, Geneva,
Chamonix
EUROPEAN PERFORMANCE TOUR
Sy Kahn & Mark Wardrip- Drama Department (209- 496- 2116)
Drama students, perform short plays in various cities of
Germany, Austria, and possibly Eastern Europe.
Approximately 20 performances in 10 to 15 cities. Students are
selected by means of open tryouts. There will be meetings with
various foreign university and theatrical groups in the course
of the tour.
Itinerary: Germany, Austria, and possibly Eastern Europe
CHILEAN SOCIALISM & CHRISTIAN REVOLUTIONARIES
James Conway - Department of Religious Studies (209- 946217)
This course will include interviews and lectures by major
leaders in the Chilean Church and society. Students will live in
communes with Brazilian political refugees and Chilean social
leaders and "experience the Chilean reality" first hand. They
will visit collective farms, nationalized industries, and
investigate the Chilean way towards socialism.
Itinerary: Santiago de Chile
COMMUNICATION: EAST & WEST
Halvor Hasen - Department of Communication Arts (209- 9462505)
Discover the mysterious Orient! A tour which provides an
ideal setting for the live study of the human intefeaction
processes. The study tour will visit three of the major
countries'and settlements of the Far East. Communicative
systems will be observed in Kubuki theater, Chinese art
treasures and the Cantonese Opera.

STUDIES OF URBAN WACK AFRICA
Mark Ealey, Lawrenc
within the dties {j
View first hand a selected
vieWs, values, a*
the purpose of compa g
of urbanization as itj
living conditions^ Lwk at the^^ions ^ wU1 aid the studJ
now occurring an^
^ Black Africican Nations an
general prospect
d stateS- important in thi
their rdaUonship
Black African citiZei
in his

in particular, and the Amertc,
: Primarily western Black Africa

Mnerary S

pitpopFAN SCHOOLS AND TEACHERS
William Bacon - School of Education (209- 946- 2558)
Designed for education majors, this course will afford t
opportunity to spend several days in sch°ola in En8laJi
Holland an BavJria. Each student will be the guest of
European teacher and will stay at his or her home.
Itinerary: Paris, London, Reading, The Hague, Munich ai
Strassbourg.

LE FRANCAIS, UNE NOUVELLE METHODE
Robert Kreiter - Department of Modern Languages (209-%
2292)
An intensive language course with France, rather than a booj
as a text. Activities will include walking tours of various pan
of the city, visits to museums, public buildings, theater!
ciriemas, labor and political meetings, schools, etc. There wj
be a chartered bus to visit the monuments and cities of tnif
provinces to see the people an their accomplishments, pas
3rid present.
Itinerary: Paris, Rouen, Caen, Mt. St. Michel, Tours, Bourgej
Vezelay, Fontainebleau

POLITICAL ECONOMY OF THE EUROPEAN ECONOMI
COMMUNITY
Tapan Mukerjae - Department of Economics (209-946- 23S
The course offers seminars, lectures, and discussion sessioi
at the different centers of the E.E.C., and the United State
Some of the topics to be included are The Economic Theory
Customs Union, U.S. Relations with the E.E.C., aj
Implications of the British entry into the Common Market
Itinerary: Paris, Bonn, Brussels, and London

SPAIN
Robert Dash - Department of Modern Languages (209- 94
2292)
The course consists of three options: An in-depth study o
topic (Novels, poetry, or plays) related in some specil
manner to the geographic locations visited; live entirely :
Spanish from the time of arrival to the time of departure fro
Spain; or preparation of a position paper prior to departu
and observations made during the tour in order to support
destroy the position taken.
Itinerary: Paris, Barcelona, Palma de Majorca, Madri
Sevilla, San Sabastian

BRAZILIAN WORKSHOP
Florindo Villa-Alvarez - Covell College (209- 946- 2571)
An analysis of Brazil today through a series of on-the-sp
workshops. The month of January will be spent in Brazil
several Universities. Priority is given to those students v
have studied Portugese.
Itinerary: Brazil

For a more complete explanation of the Study Tours
please refer to the Winter Term, 1973 Catalogue of
International Travel Courses. The deadline to
contact the instructor and submit deposit is October
25. 1972.

IMPORTANT MEETING Thursday, Oct.19 Goldroom 8 O'Clock
Concerning Travel Courses

October 13, 1972
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Celebration Proves More
Than Just Another Show
nrn SNYDER
evvni'i)
TED

By
Now is the time to take
advantage
of
the
rare
opportunity to witness the South
Stockton Community Theatre in
an exciting encore of their smash
summer musical, Celebration,
which opened last night and
continues through Saturday in
:t the Anderson dining hall.
Celebration is unique in
more ways than one. The show
itself is not the typical candy and
!flower "show those pearlies"
musical comedy. It is a gusty,
innovative experience in music
and spectacle, a celebration of
life, death and rebirth.
This
production
ot
Celebration is really just the
the most recent chapter in a story
that dates back to last Spring. At
that time Dan Bava, head
of the Anderson Y, began plans
for the creation of a summer
theatre
program
geared
specifically for south Stockton.
Blacks and Chicanos.
He arranged for funding
from ASUOP to the tune of $3,500,
and selected Franklin and
" Edison High School as dual
locales. Bava then chose his
« staff, who in turn hand-picked
|
one hundred South Stockton
|
students for the program.
Each student
attended classes in drama for
[' five hours a day and received
i( $1.65 an hour from NYC for his
f work.
Many of the students had
^ never seen
a
dramatic
production,
much
less
participated in one. They came
from diversified backgrounds
that included almost every kind
of family and social problem, and
some were openly distrustful.
The staff worked slowly, at,

1

1

Friday October 13
6:30 and 9pm, Film: Rabbit Run; Anderson
8pm Play by Eugene O'Neill: Ah, Wilderness; Delta College
8pm Celebration; Anderson Dining Hall
8:30pm Musical: Dames at Sea; Stockton Civic Theatre
10pm Dance: Callison Dining Hall (after the game)
Saturday October 14
6:30 and 9pm Rabbit Run; Anderson
8pm Concert: T. Rex/Poco; Winterland
8pm Ah, Wilderness; Delta
8pm Celebration; Anderson Dining Hall
8:30pm Dames at Sea; Stockton Civic Theatre
8:30pm Musical directed by Tom O'Horgan (Hair and Lenny)-Tom
Paine; Berkeley's King Hi Auditorium; tickets at Macy's
first, with excerciscc reared to
break down racial tensions and
provote concentration and trust.
The, next step involved theatre
games and improvisations to
accustom the kids to the new
world of the stage. It was only
after this initial work that sets
construction could begin and
rehearsals could get underway.
During the production weeks
staff helped hassle out personal
problems
that
ranged
everywhere from drugs to
pregnancy. Rehearsals did not
stop. The casts worked and
sweated to capture that
"moment",
that
"feeling".
Tension mounted and tempers
flared. Then >back to work.
Finally opening night arrived.
With it came laughter, applause,
'pride; the fruits of weeks of
'dedication and effort.
Catt took tim- out from
rehearsals last week to comment

on the values of the program.
"The schools are very often not.a
positive atmosphere for these
kids. They find themselves, more
«ften than not, getting bitched at
and yelled at from all sides. In
this case we tried to offer the kind
of environment that would help
break down barriers and release
creative energy where hard work
led to a positive experience. I
think we succeeded. The kids got
more than money from doing the
shows. They got credit. They got
glory."
"It really turned me on to
theatre", said Lola Varelas when
asked how she felt about the.
whole experience. "It was
Super!
Great!
Fantastic!"
Whether or not you are as
enthusiastic as Lola about
Celebration, one thing is
certain. You will leave the
tf jatre with a much needed
spark of hope.

ASUOP TRAVEL AGENCY
,-©!—1—*©

Sunday October 15
6:30 and 9pm Rabbit Run; Anderson
8pm Concert: It's a Beautiful Day/Poco; Winterland
8:30pm Tom Paine; Berkeley's King Hi Aud. Tickets at Macys
Monday October 16
7:30pm ASUOP Forum Speaker: Pierre Salinger (Former White
House Press Secretary); Raymond Great Hall
Tuesday October 17
8:15pm Resident Artist Series: Warren vanBronkhurst, violin,
Conservatory; free
8:30pm Opening Show Place: Engelbert Humperdink, Circle Star
Theatre; 364-2550
Wednesday October 18
8pm Ah, Wilderness; Delta
Thursday October 19
8pm Ah, Wilderness; Delta
8pm ASUOP Concert: Kenny Loggins and im Messina; Stockton Civic
Auditorium; tickets at ASUOP and Miracle Music
SKI SHOW- "Expo-Winter," the annual ski show at the Cow Palace in
San Francisco, will be in the City from October 19-22. This yeaf, as
always, the Show will feature all of this year's equipment, a few ski
celebraties, new ski movies, plus skiing acrobatics (jumps, flips, etc,
with Herman Gollner, Reudi Wyrcsh and others). Ticket discount
coupons for fifty cents can be obtained through local ski shops or the
UOP Ski Club, 462-9485.

CARROT TOP

ASUOP OFFICES
°Pen Daily 12 till 2pm.

Calaveras
Calendar

See Jeff Gullo

JUICE BAR
Health Food Specialties
For Everyone

The cheapest flights to Europe and
New York. Round-trip and one way

Blender Drinks
Vegetable and Fruit Juices
Fresh Fruit Salads
Sandwich Treats
COME IN AND SEE US

Flights now available for October,
November, December, January and
February

1833 PACIFIC AVE.
Hours 11-7

Mon.-Sat,

948-9631

October 13, ls
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Students

Attention!
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CARD
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PRESENT YOUR ASUOP CARD
TO MAKE PURCHASES AT
ANY CAPITOL WAREHOUSE

, IN THE U.S.
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respected Tire Wholesale Warehouse organization,

Special arrangement
allows each member (without cost or obligation) - the opportunity
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« SPECIAL WHOLESALE WAREHOUSE • • •
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IIOP Group Purchase Plan
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CAPITOL TIRE SALES/WAREHOUSES, INC.
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(NOT AVAILABLE TO THE GENERAL PUBLIC)
LARGE RADIAL PLY
70 .ind 78 Series

D Y N A C O R B E L T E D 2*2
78 Series
OVNACOW SCLTCO i*7
M*nuf#ctur#d by one ol
the world's largetl lire mak#,* Twin whitawall 40.000 mite I'ted w**r. roed harard end workmen
ship guarantee
Take*
Place
Of

Site

C 78 13
D 78 14
E78 14
F78 14
G78 14
H78 14
J78 14
F78 15
G78 15
H78 15
J78 15
L78 15

(700
(695
(735
(775
(825
(855
(885
(775
(825
(855
(900
(915

Ce*h * Carry
Warehouse
Croup erica

13)
14)
14)
14)
14)
14)
14)
15)
15)
15)
15)
15)

tact**
Tsa

200

18.61
20.95
18.76
19.93
20.98
22.85
23.91
20.90
21.89
22.96
23.92
24.91

2.37
237
2 54
269
295
3.05
262

280
301
3.12
< 3 27

RADIAL STEEL
70 .tncl 78 Seties
RADIAL STTTL SCLTCO-TubolOit blackwall* manu
factured by one of the world * motl r**pact#d lira
maker* *5 000 mile tr*ad wear, workmanship and
road harard guaranlaa
_____
*

(560 13)
155SR13
165SR13 (590 600 13)
(560 15)
155SR15
(590 15)
165SR15
(700 13)
185 70 13
185 70 14 (700 735 14)

1.48
1 65
1 62
1.91
1.85
1.95

26.94
28.86
29.96
31.85
31.89
32.92

FIBERGLASS BELTFD 2 ' 2
70 .tnd 78 Series
riOCROLASS RCLTCO - Minuaclurpd by ona of the
oly**t*r cord .
world * largatl Lira maker* Polya«!*r
t'tad Dual whitawall SO.000
giatt bait* —
road harard and workman»hip
CathiCarry
Warahau**

C78 13
E78 14
F78 14
G78 14
H78 14
J78 14
G78 15
H78 15
J78 15
178 15
E70 14
F70 14
G70 14
H70 14
G70 15
M70 15

(700 13)
(735 14)
(775 14)
(825 14)
(855 14)
(885 14)
(825 15)
(855 15)
(900 15)
(915 15)
(735 14)
(775 14)
(825 14)
(855 14)
(825 15)
(855 15)

f 7 RIOf

Fad.
(KM
Tai

20.92
21.90
22.85
24.97
26.85
28.92
25.90
26.95
28.90
29.95
23.95
24.96
25.96
28.95
27.96
28.95

2 00
2 34
2 54
2 69
295
3 05
2 80
3 01
296
3 27
251
264
284
3 05
287
3 11

SHOCK ABSORBERS

Made by one of the world's largest
shock absorber manufacturers
DELUXE STD DUTY - Eiceeds original
equipment quality - 36.000-mile or 36
month* guarantee — $3.95 each — 4 for
$15.00.
LIFETIME HEAVY DUTY - Lifetime*
guarantee — as long as you own your
car. $6.40 each - 4 for $23.00.

'ii

EXTRA HEAVY DUTY - Lifetime guaran
tee — as long as you own your car. $7.90
each — 4 for $29.00. Beyond compare
for special or heavy duty service—Racing

/ 8 SERIES FOUR PLY

NOTC: Radial* for compact car* on pag* 3
RADIAL RCLTCO Z • 4 Sltm Lma UMl Tubdla**.

t.l_
lr""
n"

turn

Cath 4 Carry F#d
warahaus*
Group Price Cicisa
Ta*

(700 13)
BR78 13
(735 14)
ER78 14
(775 14)
FR78 14
GR78 14
(825 14)
(855 14)
HR78 14
(600 735 15)
BR78 15
(/75 15)
FR78 15
(815 825 15)
GR78 15
(845 855 15)
HR78 15
JR78 15
(900 855 15)
(915 15)
LR78 15
AR70 13
(650 13)
(735 14)
DR70 14
FR70 14 15 (775 14 15)
GR70 14 15 (825 14 15)

26.94
27.90
29.90
31.96
33.85
28.92
29.90
31.96
33.85
35.90
37.85
26.87
27.93
32.80
34.78

CUNVF N1IONAL WIDTH

1 95
2.47
2 61
2 88
3 10
2.52
2 69
2.85
3.21
3 44
3.51
1.92
2 39
282
3 01

TIRES

FULL 4 PLY NVLON - Manufactured by on* of Iha
world'* larg**t fir* makari Whitawall Written
30.000 mil# traad wear, road hatard and workman•hip guarantee

Tai

1.76
1 95
1 95

14.98
15.76
15.92
15.96
16.82
17.72
18.89
19.90
16.78
16.92
17.94
18.90
20.93
13.65

650 13
700 13
695 14
735 14
775 14
825 14
855 14
885 14
735 15
775 15
825 15
855 15
900 15
600 16TTBL

2.01
2 14
2.32
2.50
2.01
2.16
2.37
2.54
2.89
1.84

FIOEMLASS RCLTCO 4*1. Tha strong**! avart
Manufacfurad by on# of tha world** larga*! tira
maker* Twin wh.tawall 4 full ply polyatt*' cord +
1 fibargtas* cord ball*. 6 ply traad - SO.OOO rmla
triad araar. road haiard and workmanship guarantaa

Site

A78 13
C78 14
E78 14
F78 14
G78 14
H78 14
J78 14
E78 15
F78 15
G78 15
H78 15
J78 15
L78 15

Cash 4 Carry Fad.
Warahmn* (KM
Tai
kaaap Price

(600 13)
(695 14)
(735 14)
(775 14)
(825 14)
(855 14)
(885 14)
(735 15)
(775 15)
(825 15)
(855 15)
(900 15)
(915 15)

1 86
2.17
2.50
2.55
2.67
2.93
301
2 23
2 75
2.77
298
308
322

20.87
22.88
24.84
26.72
27.93
29.85
30.93
24.94
26.95
27.93
29.90
30.93
31J8

(600/650 13)
(700 13)
(600/650 14)
(735 14)

WIDE OVAL

TIRES

FULL 4 PLY POLYESTER COKO - Wit
Raised whit# latter* Manufactured by
world'* largatl f

I of tha

20.78
22.90
23.94
24.98
26.91
24.98
26.91

(650 13)
(735 14)
(775 14)
(825 14)
(855 14)
(825 15)
(855 15)

A70 13
070 14
F70 14
G70 14
H70 14
G70 15
H70 15

1 76
2 24
2 55
2.72
2.92
284
2 98

INDUSTRIAL
BOAT TRAILER
NYLON CORD
400
400
400
400
570
530
530

480
480
480
480
500
450
450

•Tubal#**

Sii*

Cash A Carry
Waraftaus*
Group Price

550 12
600 12
520 13
560 13
600 13
560 15
600 15
560 14

13.90
13.90
12.90
13.90
13.90
13.90
14.90
13.90

890-15 Hiway
8
890 15 Mud/Snow 8
1.371.44
1.34
1.48
1.74
1 91
1 54

8
8"
12
12"
8"
12
12"

4 Ply
4 Ply
4 Ply
4 Ply
6 Plv
4 Ply
4 Ply

5.95
7.65
8.30
9.60
9.80
9.95
10.65

52
61
75
89
1.07
91
1 00

RADIAL RELTED—Tubal*** blackwall* manufactured
by on* of tha world'* most raspactad radial tir*
makan 40.000 mil* wntlan traad waar, road haiard.
workmanship and malarial guarantaa
Yak**
Plac#
Of

Sii*

Cash A Carry
Warehouse
Group Price

Fad.
Eicis#
Tpi

145SR 13
155SR 13
165SR 13
175SR 13
155SR 14
165SR 14
175SR 14
185SR 14
155SR 15
165SR 15

(550 13)
(560 13)
(590 600 13)
(640 650 13)
(560 14)
(590 600 14)
(640 650 14)
(700 14)
(560 15)
(590 15)

1.35
1 39
1 66
1.96
1.52
1 85
1.94
2.02
1 63
1 92

MUD AND SNOW TIRES
FULL 4 PLY NYLON MUO A SNOW - Manufactured
on* of tha world'* largatl lira makers. Tubal***,
black Road naiard and workmanship

650 13
700 13
C78 14
E78 14
F78 14
G78 14
H78 14
J78 14
560 15
E78 15
F78 15
G78 15
H78 15
J78 15
K78 15
L78 15

19.72
19.98
19.80
20.96
21.87
22.90
23.95
24.75
18.75
20.96

(695 14)
(735 14)
(775 14)
(825 14)
(855 14)
(885 14)
(735 15)
(775 15)
(825 15)
(855 15)
(885 15)
(900 15)
f915 15Y

22.80
23.70
24.80
25.74
25.90
26.85

STEEL

BELTED

1 76
1 95
1.94

| BELTED MUD AND SNOW TIRES
HIGH TRACTION - FIBERGLASS BELTEO - Manu
factured by on* of tha world's largest lira maker*
2 bias plias polyastar cord — 2 fiberglass ball* white or black Road haiard and workmarnhip

2 01
2 38
2 55
2.74
2 91
1.74

208
2.42
264

280
2 96
2 89
3 19

C78 14
E78 14
F78 14
G78 14
H78 14
J78 14
F78 15
G78 15
H78 15
J78 15
L78 15

• SUPER

(695 14)
(735 14)
(775 14)
(825 14)
(855 14)
(885 14)
(775 15)
(825 15)
(855 15)
(885 15)
(915 15)

2.15
2 37
2 54
269
2 95
305
2 62
2 80
3.01
3.12
3.27

43.95
24.83
25.90
26.85
28.65
24.85
25.90
26.93
28.65
29.95

70 .mcl 78 SERIES
orkmanship guarantaa

Polya*l#r cord

A70-13
070 14
E70 14
F70 14
G70 14

22.92

(650 13)
(695 14)
(735 14)
(775 14)
(825 14)

25.89
28.92
29.87
30.87
31.80

2.47
2.87
2 97
3.15
3 03

G70 15
H78 14
H78 15
J78 15
L78 15

(825 15)
(855 14)
(855 15)
(900 15)
(915-15)

34.85
33.97
34.80
36.79
38.80

3.45
3.22
3.47
3 23
3.56

ROADMASTER LEVELING UNIT FOR
OVERLOADS - Front and rear - 30.000mile* guarantee - $12.75 each.

up ta 10 inches a

LOW WHOLESALE PRICES ON
AIR SHOCKS.
MONROE AIR SHOCKS or MAREMONT
WEIGHT LIFTERS - At low wholeeais
prices.

E60-15
(735 15)
F60 14/15 (775 14/15)
G60 14/15 (825 14/15)
(900 15)
J60 15
160 14/15 (915 14/15)

I - F.ba'l

l Iarga*t
SRftSR.
d polya*tar

All tires shown in this confidential price schedule are premium* and
first line quality only. (Absolutely no seconds, blemished tires, used
tires, retreads, or recaps are sold.) Your safety necessitates this
policy! All tires in the Capitol warehouses are from factories of the
most well known and respected manufacturers in the industry, and all
tires are manufactured under the most rigid quality controls. See U.S.
Govt., required Coding System and Tire Guide Reference Book at your
Capitol Warehouse.

CeN My warehpg** tor
other locations throughout
Hm United States

CAPITOL'S EXCLUSIVE'NO TIME LIMIT'GUARANTEE

SAN FRANCISCO (94103)
lOi-SO. VAN NESS AVENUE
PHONE
(415)621 2336

WOtlMAMSNIP AM HATItlAl - If any Ura >•* by Capital foils dea ta defect* ia eertmMihie M mat
deriag tha Writ
gf traad veer. H will A* replaced Era* at charga. Failara* kayaad 79% af triad waar
ha replaced •* tb* tarn et tread waar. prerated ea tha parcketa prlca plat Federal (iclta Tai. • *040 NAT"
Aay latter* that eccari dim ta raad huarda will ha replaced aa the haait af tread wear, prerated pa the I
price Pbf Federal tidae Tai. iepairehie paactare* apt iecteded. a M TIM( LIMIT W(U CUAAAHTK — Capital
— -—- •
r->». r- —- -.- - — —— —... — — - -m - - —— — - * •• • fat..* in* Willi m w.rmi "til
gsaraate* atari tmeaih at 19.Mi milea. the cett af a new t.ra ia f 1I.M plat Federal (uise Tai. Capltei'i trpad
•aar geareatee it predicated ea praper «heel aligaawat aad aaraul dririac caaditieat at aarmai apttdt. Carrpct
iaflatipa preitart*. frtgaeat ratatipR ef lirat aad gtaerel geed rekiele meiateaeace pill Mailt la ecbieviag graater
tira milaaet. aad premate teftty .a driving. (icattiea ipeed, rrtrlaadiag. fast starts aad Raich itapa edvertely
afftct tira atiieag* safe dtiviag hehitt premete lenger tira life — et welt at few ear a. • COMPLETE CUSTOMER
SATISFACTION — Tbit (aar aatee cavort tirei eted ia aarmM petteager car service te erigiael pwcktter taly.
Pet deat aet caver, at.ieagt ea fraat wheel driee vebidet, pichep tracAi. cematrt. teeciel type vehicles, beset er
travel trailers, tiret eted ia aay farm ef faciag. iaclediag drag ttrlpt. tirei damaged by wiflfel abate. Bra. ceilltiea. mechaaicai defects ea vehiclet. theft, or petteager tiret eted ia ceaNoercial service ea trackt er taiicabt.
Defective brat awtt be reteraed ta My Capital Tire Seiet Warekeate far adjeitamat eader thii eicletive geareatee.

Ply Rating

670 15
700 15
700 15
600 16
650 16
700 16
750 16
700 17
700 17
750 17
700 18

'

6
6
8
6
6
6
8
6
8
8
8

Cash A Carry

2.42
2.87
3.17
2 38
2.61
3.01
3.72
3.34
3.72
4.27
3.97

18.95
21.90
24.89
17.95
20.86
23.85
30.91
26.78
30.85
33.90
37.73

E78-14
E 78-14
G78-15
H78-1S
H78-15
F78-16
H78-16
178-16

6
8
8
8
10
6
8
8
10

3 29
3.56
4.01
463
465
4 29
4.71
585
6 34

28.87
30.79
35.88
40.92
45.84
38.83
40.95
46.94
53.85

COMMERCIAL MON CORD
EX TRACTION MUD & SNOW
670 15
6
670-15 Tbless 6
700 15
6
600 16
6
650 16
6
700 16
6
750 16
8
700 17
8
750 17
8

Group Na.

24C
29NF
22F
24F

6
8
6
8
8
10
CHROME

29.89
30.97
40.77
42.87
48.98
56.75

1

60

24
60 Months
29NF "
22F
"
24F

60
27
?7F
CAPITOL HEAVY DUTY AVOLT •

1
36 Months
19L-VW "

3.45
3.68
4.56
4.96
6.14
6.51

WHEELS

OU.UU rnuiuu chuoui WHtltl - Or.. „„
workmanthip and malarial guarantaa.
Cash A Carry
Cash A Carry
Sit*
Warahau**
Warahousa

WIDE FOOT PRINT
Custom* satisfaction is unconditionally
guarantaod.

STOCKTON (95204)
4137 CORONADO AVENUE
PHONE
(209)465 5616

SACRAMENTO (95814)
1831 2nd STREET (at S)

INGLEWOOD (90302)
977 W. HYDE PARK BLVD.
PHONE
(213)671 0466

ARTESIA (90701)

PHONE
(916)443 2526

(415)574 7223

LOS ANGELES (90039)

ANAHEIM (92806)

1760 ROGERS AVENUE
WtONE
(40i) 287 9112

OAKLAND AREA (94577)

12.95
13.95

CAPITOL'S
IMMEDIATE REPLACEMENT
BATTERY GUARANTEE
H battary >« faund defect lea end
net haM a charge;
(I) FREE raplacamant within «0 day* ef
p«<rcha*a.
(7) After W day*. CAPITOL «W rapMc*
battery, charging a arerate amaunt
ha sad an tha arlginaTyarthaia pric*
and the number ef ntenth* u*ad.
EXAMPLE: H a 47 manth battery,
casting tu ts, fpile M 70 manth*.
yesi get e new battary far 97.00.
(Appiie* te ariginal ewner and cars uaad
in nermat passenger car **rvtca anty.)

DURABlf
PROTECTIVE
AUTO HOOK MATS

Finrtt Quality - Whoksala Prict*

4623 BRAZIL STREET
PHONE
(213)240 4350

LOS ANGELES
13208 SO. FIGUEROAST.

2020 A HOWELL AVE.
PHONE
(714)639 9440

SAN DIEGO (92110)

I WHOLESALES PftlCCS

OREGON

IN brhttf St. (team 17492. <9831947 7M1
N4 SI. SMtha tt~P*rtl*af 17792. (9931 79S-I411

WASHINGTON

•aJ? y '""J *"***. "'X ON> I74-M7I
Mn ( Vac tag km.,Utkaaa NTN. (SdO US4713
JEM S Team B^.Tkma M4M. CM 4771Mi

TEXAS

•IS S. law. 4e*ba TITS*. (SIS 4444974
. 1171 bvhg SM.. Mtat 7S247. QIOI944SM
7J4U Stgrnai PL. Ft. Vwtk THIS.BIT) 2S44N1

Finai

w

Budget Pay ptan or use:
Your Credit Union
PHONE
Your Bankamericard
(213)532 1671
mnmrri"""'""""T>"",TtnnntrriTnm,"ramm
Your Matter Charge
HOUBS: » 7 WEEKDAYS - S»TURO«YS « 5
MOUNTING,
BALANCING
k
INSTALLATION
AVAILABLE
CASH A CARRY WAREHOUSE GROUP PRICES
e PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE
a>.
ttandard* a>,*t far *r armurn bra*.
4137 C0R0NAD0 AVENUE
(209)465 5616

2059 WILLIAMS STREET
SAN LEANDRO
PHONE
(415)351 8434

UJ

14*6 Solid Dish Chromd'TiTso^Slotted ChrcnuT 17J5
14*7 Solid Dish Chrome 17.90 Slotted Chrome 1|J5
15*6 Solid Dish Chrome 17.96 Slotted Chrome 19 J5
15*7 Solid Dish Chrome 19.95 Slotted Chrome 20.95

4220 OLYMPIC AVE.

SAN JOSE (95112)

42 Months
"

53
42 VW "

CAMPER - DUPLEX TYPE
Nylon Cord Mud & Snow Traction
800 16.5
800 16.5
10 16.5
10 16.5
12 16.5
12 16.5

8

Mad* by tha world's largest battery
manufacturer

2 82
3.11
3 23
2.60
2 95
3 28
4 18
4.44
4.95

20.95
21.95
23.95
20.90
22.95
25.95
35.80
35.92
38.72

-

CAPITOL MEAW DUTY - 42 month service guar a
ta* t Thas* sua* fit moil 12-volt American ai
foreign cars
;NO TRADE REQUIRED

CAMPER
DUPLEX TYPE
NYLON CORD TUBELESS HIWAY
800 16 5
800 16 5
8.75 16 5
9 50 16.5
9.50 16 5
10 16 5
10 16.5
12 16 5
12 16 5

6
8
6
6
8
6
6
8

AUTOMOTIVE BATTERIES

2.30
2.57
2 45
2 68
2.68
3.27
4 00
4 65

20.89
23.86
20.88
24.95
19.60
26.85
32.95
37.85

700 13
700 13
700 14
700 14
6 70 15
7 17.5
8 17 5
8 19.5

(700-14)
(700-14)
(670/710-15)
(700-15)
(700-15)
(650-16)
(700-16)
(750-16)

800-16 5

17115 SO. ALBURTIS AVE.
PHONE
(213)924 3351

SAN MATEO (94403

STOCKTON (95204)

34.95
35.95

COMMERCIAL HIWAY TRUCK
NYLON CORD TUBELESS

BLACKWALL TUBELESS
21.95
22.89
24.98
26.69
25.91
25.92
26.93
27.90
25.94
26.97

Manufactured by ona ol tha arortd'a
largest tire makers
3.81
3.81

COMMERCIAL HIWAY TRUCK
NYLON CORD TUBE TYPE

1 60

STATEMENT OF QUALITY
FiBI Rl.lASS BFl Tf D '
SII'M R Alfjf SWINCf R

Cosh A Carry
Warehouse
(iroup Price

SPORT PREMIUM - Tubal#** blackwall - 30.000
il* tread waar. road haiard and workmanthip
guarantaa Add SI 00 for whitawall*.

RADIAL PLY TIRES FOR
COMPACT «. IMPORTED CARS

900 15
L78 15

281

EXTRA STRENGTH
4 • 2 F I BE R G L A S S B E L T E D

Take*

FULL 4 PLY POLYESTER - Naw w,da look Manu
facfurad by ona of tha world'* larga*! lira maker*.
Whitawall J6.000 m.ie traad wear, road haiard and
workmanvhip guaranlaa 'Dynacor
Take*
Ca»h A Carry
Fad.
Sua
Plata

A78-13*
C78 13
B78 14*
E78 14
F78 14
G78 14
H78 14
J78 14
F78 15
G7815
H78 15

LIMOUSINE
AMBULANCE
8 PLY RATING HEAVY DUTY
WHITEWAIL
NYLON CORD

COMPACT AND
IMPORTED CAR TIRES

(90061) (Southwest)

5433 GAINES STREET
PHONE
(714)2919150

Q

I

October 13, 1972

Drama

^r/C*v'

pj

*

The Pacifican

Bigger
and Better
7*
. .

Ushers Needed
All University students are
eligible to usher for the upcom
ing production of Jules Feiffer's
Little Murders.
The performance starts at 8
pm and all ushers meet at the
theatre at 7.
Ushering entitles you to see
the play free and all you need do
is come at 7 and usher from 7:30
until 8. Sign-ups are being taken
on the 2nd floor of the Rotunda.
Men wear slacks and sport coat
or suit; women wear dark skirt
and white blouse.

^Sk\r

Final rehearsals are now in
progress for the upcoming AllUniversity production of Little
Murders.
The black comedy is written
by the cartoonist, Jules Feiffer
and is being directed by Darrell
Persels.
The play opens next Friday
the 20th and continues 21, 22, 23,
26, 27, and 28.
Reservations can be made by
calling 946-2116.
Thank you for making our Bumps easier to live with. Now the
bumps are wider and not so steep, and somebody is out some more
money. I wonder who?

unclassified ads
For Sale: '68 Fiat 850 Spyder, every
option available, only $l/lb. Call
Dave 478-0792. This car is light!

For Sale: New Yashica mat 124, Twin
lens ReFlex camera, built in light
meter & case - $60 Reg. $129. 477-7957

FOR SAFE: Heilite Tent Camper
(expandable) Sleeps A, new 2 burner
stove with 5 gal. butane tankExcellent Cond. $400. 477-7957
Bass Player: must be good, have own
equip., (singer desireable). Contact
Daren McGavren (478-1421).

PART TIME JOB available for
young man or woman with car. Typing done in my home. Call 478Schedule flexible. Call Don at 464- 1779.

3944.

Plant Freaks: Wip a Venus Fly Trap
for a pet. State why you want one in 25
words or less. Deadline for contest
Must sacrifice td meet expenses.
extended to Monday. Bring entries to
$475. 308 Wemyss House or phone
AKL or send via campus mail. 15 first
evenings 462-9809, 946-2891. Ask for
prizes!
Dan.
1972 Honda 125 ST.. New Condition.

Part-time job available for young
man or woman w/car. Schedule
flexible. Call Don at 464-3944.

For Sale: 1967 MGB-GT, 50,000 miles,
good condition for $1400. Call 466-2911
or 478-3934 and ask for Cliff.

SefevUttl't

Liquors

UQUOR
UQUOft - WINE - DELICATESSEN
Party Supplies • Groceries
Keg Beer • Free Delivery

I

£J

>WN
135 E. JAMESTOWN
STOCKTON. CAUf.

*«NE 473 3275

PSA

A sculpture exhibit by
Raymond
Professor
Robert
Mullen will be on display now
through October 26 at Haggin
Gallery in Victory Park.

I

will grin and bear
UOP.
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IflTEN/LIEU
By JOSEPH LILLIS
Seldom does an observor get the opportunity to examine a work
presented in two different media. Cabaret, a Broadway musical by
Fred Ebb and John Kander will be available in both its original form
and the recent film in the next few weeks in Stockton.
The original work was presented on Broadway to ecstatic critical
acclaim. It received many Tony awards including "Best Play" of its
year. Last year it was transformed into a motion picture with Liza
Minelle.
These two versions present an interesting critical exercise. The
two entertainments have been taken from the same sources; "I am a
Camera," by John Van Druten, and the Berlin Stories of Christopher
Isherwoodd. (Actually, then, we are dealing with a novel, a play, a
musical, and a film). Each presents a different look at the same
character, Sally Bowles.
The novel's young mystery lady is never totally defined. She is
left to our imagination. The play presents her very precisely. The
musical must deal with a very few words and draws her character in
stronger, simpler terms. The film, true to the capacities of the form,
can expand to include visual mystery, consise comment, and
elongated exposition.
The minor characters in each case change. The stage musical
deals with an elderly romance, a Nazi playboy, and a fun-loving
prostitute. The film abandons all of these and adds to Sally and her
paramour a Jewish romance, a German Baron, and several minor
characters. These changes are deeply founded in the method of
presenting them.
The film is excellent. The stage play is excellent. They are
incomparable because, although they deal with the same material,
that message is protrayed so very differently. The film's brilliance
comes from its subtlety. The short exposures of Nazi brutality help to
build to a climax. These exposures, however, are broad. The stage
play must be more intimate, more economical. Tragedy strikes the
characters with whom you have grown to know, and it falls right in
your lap- the Nazis are here, and they might be the people next door!
Construction of the film is very important. It alternates a
frivolous, but thoughtful, song in the cabaret with a real-life event
which corresponds to that farcial tune.
The musical play follows the same concept although it is not
precisely scene-song, scene-song. It is based on entertainment.
Exciting song and dance to keep your mind off the seriousness of the
plot until you are hit with it at the conclusion. The Nazi takeover is not
just something you see on the television on the late show. Here it takes
on human perspectives.
Neither presentation is merely a historical essay on the rise of the
Nazis. They are personal stories as well. These young people caught
in Berlin in 1930 each see it differently. Sally Bowles is caught up in
the divine decadence of it all. Her lover is shocked by the changes in
the society. The old people are afraid of the Nazis. The young people
believe it can help Germany and, consequently, themselves. From
several viewpoints these works present a captivating look at
Germany and its inhabitants.
The film's screenplay by Hugh Wheeler is amazingly literate and
moving. Directed and choreographed by Bob Fosse, it is the finest of
the new movie musicals.
Performances by Miss Minelli and Joel Grey are astounding.
Marisa Berenson also appears in the film as a stunningly beautiful
Jewess beset with troubles in that dangerous age. The film is playing
this week at the Stockton Theatre and in the bay area.
The local production of the musical will open November 1 at the
Weberstown Mall Community Hall. Presented by the Miracle
Players, the cast includes Pacific students Regia Guidon, Amy
Bakewell, Aaron Weiner, Mike Gliksman, and Barbara Ferran.
Performances will also be held November 2,3,9,10,16,17 at 8pm.
See Cabaret or Cabaret. Better yet see both.

ADVENT

OIL WAL
UTILITY
SMALL

Qiiaint and Charming
Pure Nostalgia

$125.00
$105.00
74.50

Otde

Hoomer7^
2 times 3 dsy.

From Stockton, you can smile away to Los
San Francisco, and Fresno. And return. Call your campus
reP or PSA and ask about our easy-to-bear, low fare.
n9eles,

—

PSA gives you a lift.
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Tiqers
Host
Long
Beach
Tigers
Tangle
a
By JIM MCCARTNEY
A
consistent
defense, 300 yards total offense, but
including
an
improved UOP s defense made'thejngptay
secondary, and a smooth- when it h a d t 0 J ' 3 | V a r d
functioning triple-option offense the ball inside th^aclf?C feftJer
are the reasons for optimism as line at least four times, but either
Pacific will host Long Beach lost the ball on downs or were
State tomorrow night at 7:30 in intercepted.
Altogether the Tigers picked
Pacific Memorial Stadium.
off
five passes, one each by
Both squads own 3-2 marks
this season; Pacific is 1-0 in Vernie Kelley, Steve Lebherz,
conference games after a 17-0 Pete Carroll, Dennis Bruno, and
win over Fresno State last week. Larry .Mankins.
The first was by Bruno, who
The 49ers were dumped by BYU,
intercepted a John Behrens pass
38-27, in their last outing.
Long Beach State is strong on the second play from
offensively. Signal-caller Randy scrimmage and ran it in from 16
Drake has completed on 55% of yards.
On the next series of downs'
his passes this season. Wide
receeiver Ken Matthews has Fresno State fumbled on the
been on the other end of 28 of second play and defensive guard
Steve Spiro recovered his first of
those tosses for 467 yards.
Terry Metcalf is the leading two fumbles for the night. Pacific
ground gainer for the 49ers scored in six plays from the 19
Hmvever his performance might yard line, with fullback Mitchell
be hampered by an Achilles True scoring from the two
"We felt lucky to be able to
tendon injury which was first
get
the
quick scores and hold on
incurred two weeks ago and
aggravated last Saturday night to win," said Pacific head coach
Chester Caddas after the game.
in warm-ups.
For the second straight "I thought our defense played
week, Pacific won without well, especially under the
completing a pass. However, pressure they had from Fresno s
hard-nosed quarterback Bruce offense all night."
The punting of Mitchell True
Keplinger rushed for 47 yards,
while Mitchell had 45, Willard helped Pacific considerably as
Harrell 44, and Mike Mangrum 37 he averaged 45.9 yards per kick.
to account for most of the Tigers' His longest was 70 yards, booted
from the back of his own end
187 ground yards.

By JIM MCCARTNEY
The Pacific water polo team
will be in rough water tomorrow
when it faces Foothill Junior
College at Los Altos at Ham. In
other action this week the Tigers
will host Sacramento State at the
UOP pool at 4pm next Tuesday.
"Foothill won the state
championships six times, and
always has a strong team. Sac
State is an unknown quantity, but
I think we should win."
Last weekend Pacific lost to
Hayward State 10-6 and beat
Modesto JC 15-7. The Tigers had
problems adj7stin
adjusting to the small pool at
Hayward, and it upset their fastbreak offense. They scored four
goals in second half but could not
overcome Hayward State's lead.
Rose criticized Joe Dietrich
and Rick Reeder for their play at
Hayward. "They showed no life,
no nothing," he said.
Dietrich, along with fellow
junior Randy Snider, are the
leading scorers for Pacific with
31 goals apiece.
^
The Tigers will probably
have the same starting line-upas
they have all season for Foothill.
The starters are Bob Silsbe,
Dietrich, Snider, Reeder, Rick
Ingraham, Rick Hendricks, and
Eric Gibson. Others who will see
playing time are Randy
Snelgrove, Bob Love, and Bob
Hayes.

f.1JWjtfS

UOP SKI CLUB - At long last, UOP has finally organized a ski club
Yes, at a general meeting on Tuesday night, September 25, the Club
became a reality with junior transfer student, Tony Sancetta in
command. Already, the Club has established several priorities which
it plans to follow up through the course of the season.
The Club presently is trying to establish student discounts at
several ski areas in the Sierras. They are also looking into the
possibility of organizing car pools and locating cheap lodging in the
mountains. Already planned is a six day ski trip to Aspen-Snowmass,
Colorado, for December 16-22.
The trip, which is sponsored by the Far West Ski Association
(FWSA) and the Student Ski Association, is part of the All-California
Winter Carnival, and includes five all day lift tickets; good at Aspen
and Snowmass, five breakfasts, two dances, and a supervised FWSA
slalom, giant slalom, and intramural races. Over $5,000 in donated
new ski equipment will be given away during the Carnival. Total cost
of the trip is $139.50, which includes Greyhound bus transportation to
and from Stockton.
According to Sancetta, "This is the lowest priced package ever to
come out of Aspen." For information regarding the trip, contact Tony
Sancetta at 462-9485 or at the ASUOP office between 12 and 2pm on
Tuesdays and Thursdays.
SKI MOVIES - The Warren Miller Production of "Last of the Ski
Bums" will be shown at the Anderson Cinema, on campus, November
17-19 at 6:30 and 9pm. Admission is free.
On October 22, Skimeister will show Warren Miller's newest
production "Winter People," a ninety minute affair narrated by
Warren Miller dealing with skiing in Idaho, Colorado, France, etc.
Admission is $2.

Bourbon Street 5! I III]11
Liquors

LIQUORS
WINES
MIXES
KEG BEER

ICE
j 3826 WEST LANE 464-380*

L

Friday, October 13
ctate there Varsity 3pm, JV 1pm
SOCCER, vs. San Francisco State, there,

Saturday, October 14

noon
Tuesday, October 17
SOCCER vs Sacramento State, Stockton, Varsity 8pm, J \ 6pm
WATER POLO, vs. Sacramento State, Stockton, 4pm
Thursday, October 19
WOMEN'S SWIMMING, vs UC Davis and Sac State, Sacramen;
3:30pm
PCAASCHEDULE
Saturday, Oct. 14
Azusa Pacific at Cal State Los Angeles
Cal Poly SLO at Fresno State
San Diego State at Houston

Swimmerettes
Destroy SCC

By LARRY LAPKIN
i;

Pacific Sports

With Foothill

By RAYMOND POLICAR
Pacific's women swim team
stroked to a lopsided victory
against Sacramento City College
last Monday at the UOP pool.
Pacific won fifteen of the
eighteen varsity events, winning
all the relays and all but three of
the individual events. The score
was 140-30. It was the girls' first
meet of the year and they meet
San Francisco State University
on the fifth of October.
Coach Meyer was extremely
pleased with the performance of
the girls for so early in the
season.
Cited
for doing
outstanding jobs were Peggy
Dillingham in the 100 free and
medley, Sally Van Dyke in the 50
and 100 back, Dena Fracolli in
the 50 back, Betsy Anderson in
the 100 breaststroke, Kathi
Hishop in the 200 free, and Debbie
Anderson in the 50 free.
Prospects are very high for
an outstanding season and Coach
Meyer is very pleased with the
talent and diversity of her team.

Runners to Meet Dnvi

By LARRY LAPKIN
All of Pacific's runne
Pacific's cross country team
migrates to Cavis tomorrow for placed in the top half of the field
the Cal-Aggie Invitational on the our best individual effort comit
University of California's from John Caldwell, who finishe
campus at 12 noon. Among the eleventh out of the large group
teams participating will be Univ. seventy-nine runners with 30:1
iof Nevada, Sac State, Hayward Caldwell, if you will recal
State, Humboldt State, and San placed fourth the week before,
the Nevada Cross Count:
Jose State.
r
Last weekend, the team Carnival in Reno.
hosted their first meet of the
season, the Northern California
Also running strong forUO
Invitational. Of the twelve teams was Craig Gardner in 22nd wit
participating, Pacific placed 31:47 and Mathyas Michael:
fifth overall with 119 points. 25th with 32:01. Michael, whohl
Winner of the Invitational was been in limited training becaus
East Los Angeles Track Club of a knee, injury, should \
with 39 points. Incividual winner looking more competitive in tt
was John Sandoval of Stanford, coming meets.
Already, the thin cladshat
who paced the field from the start
with a quick V2:35 first mile. His shown a marked improvment
total time of 29:28 was a full their running since last yeal
fifteen seconds faster than the probably due to fact till
seconds faster than the second they are more experienced a®
place finisher, Domingo of Univ. determined to improve thel
of Nevada.
standings.
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VALUABLE COUPON

= LARGE HAMBURGER •

The Skimeister
will present

WARREN MILLER'S
iwi^ir

4227 Pacific Ave.
VOID OCT. 20
Advertise your upcoming event at
Big Syd's community bulletin board.

69c
478-9471

mow

«/

"WINTER PEOPLE

OCTOBER 12—7:30 P.M.
Delta College Auditorium
ALL TICKETS $2.00
k

Tickets available at
tho SkimbistOr 00 at door
Only 450 soots
Buy tarty

SPECIALISTS in
SKIING
BACK PACKINp

with onion rings or fries and soft drink

BIG SYD'S

tki

WATER SKIING

jjjjj

TENNIS

M
mm

vriiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiST

6239 Pacific Ave.
478-3550

Won. 8. Thurt. 'til 9 - Sun. 12-5
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When this 25-year-old researcher
wanted to investigate a possible cancer treatment,
we gave him the go-ahead.
We also gave him the right to fail.
At Kodak, it's not unusual for a 25-year-old like Jim
Carroll to win the title of senior research physicist. Like any
company involved in a lot of basic research, Kodak has felt
the pressure of modern technology and the need for young,
fresh thinking. So we hire the best talent we possibly can,
and then give them as much responsibility as they can han
dle. Whatever their age.
We have departments and divisions, like any company.
What we don't have are preconceived ideas about how an
expert scientist's time should be spent. So when we received
a request from the medical community for assistance in ex
perimenting with lasers as a possible cancer treatment, we
turned to 25-year-old Jim Carroll, who is deep in laser tech

nology, and gave him the go-ahead. He built two half-billion
watt laser systems, one of which Kodak has donated to the
National Institute of Health.
The lasers proved unsuccessful in treating cancer, but
we'd make the same decision all over again. We entered laser
technology because we have a stake in business. We let a
young researcher help the medical community look for a
means of cancer treatment because we have a stake in the
future of mankind.
"lb put it another way, we're in business to make a
profit. But in furthering our own needs, we have often fur
thered society's. After all, our business depends on our soci
ety. So we care what happens to it.

Kodak

More than a business.

October

13 )
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Drinking May Become
Legal Thru SAC Efforts

Would Margaret Mead
Join Your House?

By DAREN McGAVREN
to the replies he expects to
Dr Margaret Mead, one of
The consumption of alcohol receive, White said, Hopefully
the
world's
foremost
on the UOP campus has lately we
Will
get
some
anthropologists
and
social
been a concern of both ASUOP ideas
about
the
alcohol
legislators and University problem." The dean of UOP s scientists, feels that college
should be an "intellectual feast"
administrators.
McGeorge School of Law has also
Many
students
recall been contacted for legal advice unmarred by "fraternity life and
football games."
ASUOP and AKL's coordinated on the matter.
Born of an economist father
Wine and Cheese Tasting party
White explained that the
and
a sociologist mother. Dr.
that had to be cancelled. Tony legal use of hard liquor on
Mead
was always told that "not
Leggio, an organizer of the campus could be established for
to
go
to
college was, in a sense,
party, said the request to hold the open bars and other social
not
to
become a full human
party that he submitted to the events, but ID's would have to be
administration was turned down checked ?nd no persons under being." In the first of a series of
candid memoirs published in
"because it had the word 'wine
twenty-one would be allowed at
Redbook Magazine, Dr. Mead
in it."
the functions.
If the use of liquor was depicts her college experiences.
According to UOP's 1972-73
At age seventy, Dr. Mead
Bulletin, "The University does condoned at campus fuctions the
clearly
remembers her bitter
University
would
then
be
liable
not permit students under
twenty-one years of age to have for any legal infractions experiences with the sorority
alcoholic beverages in their committed by drunken students. system at DePauw University in
T M /llnnn "Dniar >fofl" ailH ''hurt
possession at any time on the If a liquor function is held off Indiana. "Rejected" and "hurt
campus and it does not approve campus, however, participants by the "snobbery and cruelty of
the providing of
alcoholic are subject to local and state the sorority system" Dr. Mead
beverages by an organization of laws. "It's just a matter of quickly decided to fight against
the University at its functions on liabilities where the University is such injustices. She still recalls
this to be her first and only real
concerned," said White.
campus."
experience
of discrimination. As
In
a
interview
with
Dean
As the policy now stands,
students 21 years of age and older Williams, Dean of men, and quoted in Redbook, "Injustice
can use only beer and wine, only chairman of SAC, I asked, experienced in the deeply
in their dorm or house room. "Under the present policy, what wounded flesh is the stuff out of
This is obviously far from what are the punishments that can be which change explodes."
If Margaret Mead were to
actually goes on concerning levied upon students who break
come
to UOP today and view the
the
drinking
rules?"
Williams
drinking on the campus.
The impetus for discussion of replied that a student could be sororities on campus, would her
the topic by ASUOP legislators placed on citizenship probation, feelings about such living groups
was an announcement of Delta a mild official warning, or social change? In my opinion, no.
After her freshman year, Dr.
Upsilon's at a Student Affairs probation, a more severe penalty
Committee (SAC) meeting. DU preventing a student from Mead transferred to Barnard
announced its intent to have representing
UOP
in
any College in New York, where
governmental, there were no sororities. She
a kegger in celebration of its programs,
return to local status under the athletic, or other. Williams became acquainted with a group
quickly added, however, that of girls who lived in the one dorm
name of Omega Phi Alpha.
Because the subject of "drinking is not a major problem on campus. They developed their
own ideas of unity based "on
drinking was at hand, the SAC on this campus."
The University obviously common tastes and a respect for
considered changing the present
rules, since they were constantly cannot initiate a policy that runs diversity." Living together in an
being broken anyway. The SAC contrary to civil law, said older portion of the dorm, she and
appointed
a
subcommittee Williams, but the fact that her friends attended the theatre
consisting of three students, one students of legal age cannot hold together, took a course in Drama
administrator, and one faculty cocktail
engagements
on and adopted a name for
member to consider in depth the campus, whereas the faculty themselves. They were known as
can, is "a glaring inconsistancy the "Ash Can Cats."
question of drinking.
Dr. Mead's friends were an
In an interview, Tom White that students should not have to
intellectual group of women with
explained that in addition to the tnlprsfp "
The findings of the SAC common interests. To an extent it
appointment of
the SAC
subcommittee
will undoubtedly was an exclusive aggregrate.
subcommittee, he has sent a
from letter concerning many facilitate a revision of the 1970 She tells of their living quarter.
interests of the University to drinking policy. But all who were "There were always accidents1,600 campuses across the interviewed would agree with girls were added in who turned
nation. One of the interests of the William's fellings that "it would out not to fit- but we included
be very nice if the legal drinking them and supported them until
form letter is the question of
they dropped out for reasons of
alcohol on campus. In reference age was lowered to 18. "
their own." In my opinion, Dr.
Mead was living in her own
Welcome Back ..
sorority, void of fraternity men
and football games.
A Greek Sorority is by no

By DIANE FOLEY
means appealing to everyone. To
many, the thought of living
together with a group of girls is
stiffeling and academically un
necessary. For those girls who
enjoy living with a group of fifty
diverse friends, it is home.
Any professional or social
sorority offers inner-house social
functions and high scholastic
performance is stressed. When
Dr. Mead was at DePauw, all
dating was organized around the
fraternity and sorority houses.
She relates that as an unpledged
freshman, she had no dates.
"These were all arranged
through commands to the
freshman pledges of certain
fraternities to date the freshman
pledges of certain sororities."
Fortunately this type of activity
no longer exists.
Since
Margaret
Mead's
experience in 1919, the sorority
system of selectivity among
women has not changed. Those
women who are rejected wonder
why they were not accepted when
their friends were. Is it my
morals,
my clothes, my
personality, was it that I didn't
know any of the girls in the

UOP STUDENTS

Always

Given Special Attention

village sports
299 LINCOLN CENTER

PHONE 478-5615

(Go Down Pacific to Lincoln Shopping tenier.
We're across from The Big Slide.)

Speech Clinic
Open House
The UOP Speech, Hearing
and Language Center will hold an
open house on Wednesday,
October 18. The clinic facilities
will be open to the public from 7
pm to 10 pm.
The Center, which is a non
profit. facility, is open to anyone
with a speech, hearing or langu
age handicap. Last year in addi
tion to a constant caseload of
approximately 120 patients, 200
new
evaluations
were
completed.
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houses, whom are they to judl
me?, are the questions girls J
are rejected ask themselves, I
No girl is forced into sigJ
up for sorority rush. It is J
decision. Should she decided!
go through with it, she is placi**
herself at the mercy of maU
fraternity members. Along
the optimism of accept®
should come the realization
rejection.
This is easy to say as 1
outsider, as the initial shock!*
being dropped by a houseyoua£
interested in is deflating a|
degrading.
For those who are interesti
Ln the Greek system it could
Kconsidered strong at
Because Dr. Mead experienci
such bad interactions with i
system, in such an influential aiL
important time of her youth,.if
not feel that her opinion oft:
Greek system would be altera
As president of a womai
fraternity, I've seen many gii
rejected and hurt by their peetg
As in any situation requiri:
judgement of a fellow man, o
finds themselves open to
depths and realms of criticisi
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By EDWARD JULIUS

ACROSS
1. Early Explorer
5. Group of Eight
10. American Inventor
19. Ceylon Aborigine
15. Baron
16. Wall Part
17. Help
18. Large Crowd
19. French River
20. Educators
22. Natural Ability
29. Rabbit
25. Lounge About
26. Vacillates
29. Abhorred
33. Watchful
39. Opera Singer
35. Column Parti Var.
36. Girl's Nickname
37. Path
38. Dog's Name
39. Comparative Word
90. Vandals
91. Speak
92. Place of Employment
99. Theater Employees
95. Bumpkin
96. To One Side
97. Move Quickly
50. Glistens
59. Sightseeing Trip
55.
Frome
57. Small Quantity
58. Military Branch
59.
Reich
60. Historic Ship
61. Style
62. Miss Berger
63. Growl

n
1
R

51

DOWN
1. French State
2. Ceremonial Garment
3. Notion
9. Salinger Novel
5. Additional Ones
6. Task
7. Sailors
8. Finish
9. Abstinence from Drink
10. Tennyson Work
11. Flower Container
12. East of
13. Kind
21. Movie Cowboy
23. Beer
25. Overalls
26. Los Angeles District
27. Hawaiian Greeting
28. Corrupt
29. Girl's Name
30. Hackneyed
31. Senior
32. House Essentials
39. Inebriated
37. Growths of Bushes
91. Drug Taker
93. Italian Pronoun
99. African Country
96. Separated
97. Photocopy
98. Conservative
99. Cut of Beef
50. Leg Part
51. Next to 99-Down
52. Active Volcano
53. German State
56. Article

